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Coherent control of high-quality-factor optical transitions in atoms has revolutionized precision
frequency metrology. Leading optical atomic clocks rely on the interrogation of such transitions
in either single ions or ensembles of neutral atoms to stabilize a laser frequency at high precision
and accuracy. In addition to absolute time-keeping, the precision and coherence afforded by these
transitions has enabled observations of gravitational time dilation on short length-scales, and facili-
tated applications in quantum information. Here, we demonstrate a new platform for interrogation
and control of an optical clock transition based on arrays of individual strontium atoms held within
optical tweezers that combines key strengths of these two leading approaches. We report coherence
times of 3.4 seconds, record single-ensemble duty cycles up to 96% through repeated interrogation,
and 4.7 × 10−16(τ/s)−1/2 frequency stability commensurate with present-day leading platforms.
These results establish optical tweezer arrays, and their associated capacity for microscopic control
of neutral atoms, as a powerful tool for coherent control of optical transitions for metrology and
quantum information science.
Optical clocks based on neutral atoms and ions achieve
exceptional precision and accuracy [1–6], with applica-
tions to relativistic geodesy [7], tests of relativity [8], and
searches for dark matter [9]. Achieving such performance
requires balancing competing desirable features, includ-
ing a high particle number, isolation of atoms from col-
lisions, insensitivity to motional effects, and high duty-
cycle operation [10, 11]. Here, we introduce a new plat-
form for high-resolution frequency metrology based on ar-
rays of ultracold strontium atoms confined within optical
tweezers that realizes a novel combination of these fea-
tures by providing a scalable platform for isolated atoms
that can be interrogated multiple times. By using optical
tweezer arrays — a proven platform for the controlled cre-
ation of entanglement through microscopic control [12–
15] — this work further promises a new path toward com-
bining entanglement enhanced sensitivities with the most
precise optical clock transitions [16].
The leading platforms for optical clocks — based on
trapped single ions and ensembles of neutral atoms con-
fined within optical lattices — take distinct approaches
in the pursuit of precision and accuracy. Clocks based
on single ions utilize single-particle control and detec-
tion to enable high duty-cycle interrogation of an iso-
lated atom [6, 17]. Optical-lattice clocks, on the other
hand, typically interrogate thousands of atoms in paral-
lel to reach exceptionally low atom shot noise, enabling
frequency measurements with precision below the part-
per-1018 level within one hour [2].
Working with large atom numbers creates challenges
associated with laser frequency noise aliasing and inter-
atomic collisions, which can be difficult to address simul-
taneously. Frequency noise aliasing through the so-called
Dick effect arises from dead time between subsequent in-
terrogations of the atoms [18]. Because optical lattice
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clocks typically use relatively shallow trapping poten-
tials and destructive imaging techniques, it is necessary
to prepare a new ensemble of atoms between interroga-
tions, exacerbating noise from this effect. As this noise
can be a dominant limitation to the precision of optical-
lattice clocks, methods have been developed to overcome
dead-time effects by interleaving interrogation of two in-
dependent clock ensembles in separate chambers [2, 19],
and techniques for high precision nondestructive detec-
tion have been explored [20, 21].
Interatomic collisions can limit both the precision and
accuracy of a clock, but can be mitigated by isolating
the atoms from one another. This has recently been
demonstrated in a Fermi-degenerate optical lattice clock,
in which a well-defined number of atoms occupies each
lattice site [22]. This approach relies on evaporative
cooling and a quantum phase transition in the Hubbard
model ground state, and therefore typically requires long
gaps between clock interrogations, leading to increased
sensitivity to noise aliasing. The sub-micron-scale op-
tical lattices essential for such Hubbard-regime physics
also limit the current record for atom-light coherence (8
seconds), as dephasing from atomic tunneling must be
balanced against decoherence due to scattering from the
lattice [22, 23]. This suggests that the next frontier in
atomic coherence will require new tools that allow con-
trol of the atomic spacing [23].
In this work, we demonstrate the core capabilities for
a new optical frequency metrology platform based on
arrays of individual strontium atoms trapped in opti-
cal tweezers (see fig. 1a). The platform combines the
high duty cycle and microscopic control techniques of
ion clocks with the scaling capacity inherent to neu-
tral atoms, and allows for a high degree of atomic iso-
lation and coherence. The single-atom occupancy read-
ily achieved in tweezers eliminates perturbations associ-
ated with atomic collisions, while the low temperatures
and relatively large spatial separation between tweez-
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FIG. 1. (a) Apparatus for interrogation of 1S0 to
3P0 “clock” transition in tweezer arrays of strontium atoms. Using a high
numerical aperture (NA > 0.65) objective, we project tightly confining optical potentials to trap single strontium atoms. By
tuning these traps near the so-called “magic” wavelength, we can ensure that the clock transition is minimally sensitive to
the local intensity experienced by the atoms. (b) Repeated interrogation of clock transition. Top: image of a single ensemble
of atoms loaded into tweezers with ∼ 50% filling. After interrogating the clock transition, excitation of the 3P0 state can be
inferred from apparent atom loss in a second image. By repumping atoms between interrogation cycles, each ensemble can
be interrogated many times before losing atoms. Bottom: image averaged over many such ensembles. Inset: Narrow-line
Rabi spectrum of clock transition retrieved without repeated interrogation. Sinc and Gaussian fits shown in gray and black
respectively. In this case a 1.5 s probe yields an approximately Fourier-limited Gaussian linewidth of 450(20) mHz. (c) Ramsey
spectroscopy in 200 photon recoil energy (ER) deep tweezers, showing a coherence time of 3.4(4) seconds. The frequency of
the fringes is set by the differential light shift imposed on the clock transition by the probe beam. These data were taken using
the repeated imaging technique outlined in the text.
ers can suppress motional and tunneling effects. The
tweezer platform also enables rapid, state-selective, non-
destructive detection [24–29], and thus repeated clock in-
terrogation of the same atoms. As we show, the com-
bination of single-atom-resolved spatial detection and
seconds-scale coherence further enables observation of
sub-Hz scale variations with sub-micron spatial resolu-
tion, which we use to study dephasing phenomena and
may find application in studies of weak interactions in
neutral atom clocks [30–32]. These unique experimen-
tal conditions allow the duty cycles, stability, and atom-
optical coherence reported in this work.
Combining coherent control of the clock transition with
the microscopic control afforded by optical tweezers is not
only useful for optical frequency metrology, but is cen-
tral to several directions in quantum information science
broadly. Such control is necessary for proposals for quan-
tum gates based on spin-orbital exchange interactions
[33–35]. Further, single-photon Rydberg transitions from
the excited clock state allow access to many-body spin
models and gate architectures with fast timescales com-
pared to dissipation rates, which may lead to improve-
ment over analogous schemes with Alkali species [12, 14–
16]. Rydberg dressing on the clock transition of micro-
scopically controlled atoms also provides a clear path to
the generation of entangled states with improved metro-
logical performance [16], a long-standing goal for optical
clocks.
Our platform [26] consists of one-dimensional arrays
of neutral, bosonic 88Sr atoms that are tightly con-
fined within optical tweezers, and cooled using three-
dimensional sideband cooling (Fig. 1). With each run
of our experiment, individual tweezers have a approxi-
mately 50% probability of being empty or of containing
a single atom, where multiple occupancies have been sup-
pressed by light-assisted collisions [36]. For the current
work, we use ten traps, generated by applying ten radio-
frequency tones to an acousto-optic deflector. Imaging
is performed with negligible atom loss by simultaneously
scattering photons on the broad, 1S0 to
1P1 transition at
461 nm and cooling on the narrow linewidth 1S0 to
3P1
transition at 689 nm [26, 27, 29].
We interrogate the 1S0 to
3P0 optical “clock” transi-
tion, which is induced in our bosonic atoms by applying
a magnetic field [3, 37], using light from a highly stable
laser referenced to a crystalline optical cavity [2]. Mag-
netic field values of 0.14 mT to 2.2 mT and probe in-
tensities ranging from 50 mW/cm2 to 5 W/cm2 are used
to generate Rabi frequencies between 0.125 Hz for our
narrowest linewidth Rabi spectroscopy and up to 17 Hz
for Ramsey spectroscopy [38]. By comparing images of
the atomic array taken before and after probing, we infer
the excitation to the 3P0 state from the apparent loss of
atoms in the 1S0 ground state. Because the imaging is
highly nondestructive [28, 29], we can repeat this interro-
gation cycle many times before preparing a new ensemble
of atoms (Fig. 1b). The tweezer light has a wavelength
near 813.4272 nm, where the light-shifts to 1S0 and
3P0
are nearly equal (the so-called “magic wavelength” [39]).
Employing a “magic angle” technique [26] allows us to
also achieve state-insensitive trapping on the 1S0 and
3P1
transition at this wavelength, enabling sideband cooling
to average phonon numbers of 0.2 along the axis of the
clock interrogation.
These conditions enable coherent atom-light interac-
tions on seconds-long timescales. Fig. 1b (inset) shows
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FIG. 2. (a) Ramsey contrast as a function of evolution time for different trap depths, showing tweezer-induced contrast decay.
Inset: 1/e Gaussian decay rates for Ramsey contrast versus tweezer depth, in units of the tweezer photon recoil energy ER. For
deep tweezers, contrast decay rate is proportional to tweezer depth. This can largely be explained by variations in the frequency
of the trapping light across the tweezer array as a result of different RF tones used to generate the tweezer spots, whose expected
contribution is represented by the black line. The combined expectation of both this effect and Raman scattering, as inferred
from measured depopulation rates from 3P0, is illustrated by the gray dashed line [23, 38]. (b) Measured relative Ramsey phase
shifts for individual traps in 1800 ER tweezers. (c) Inferred relative frequency shifts for individual tweezers at different depths,
with predictions based on the known sensitivity to trap detuning [40, 42].
the inferred excitation probability associated with a 1.5
second laser probe pulse as a function of laser frequency,
with the intensity of the probe pulse tuned to maximize
transfer probability. The full-width-at-half-maximum of
this feature is below 500 mHz, extracted by fitting a
Gaussian function to the excitation probability. We fur-
ther characterize the atom-light coherence through Ram-
sey spectroscopy, where we scan the duration of the gap
between two pi/2 pulses from the clock laser. Because
the laser is held at the probe-light-shifted resonance fre-
quency of the clock transition, we observe oscillations
in the final transfer fraction occurring at the difference
between this frequency and that of the bare clock tran-
sition. The contrast of these oscillations persists with a
1/e decay time of up to 3.4(4) seconds (fig. 1c) providing
a measure of our atom-light coherence, and a bound on
our atom-atom coherence.
We observe more rapid decay of Ramsey contrast when
operating with deep tweezers, with a rate that depends
linearly on the depth of the tweezers (fig. 2a). This can
be largely attributed to slight variations in the optical
frequencies of the tweezer light across the different traps,
due to the different radio-frequency tones applied to the
acousto-optic deflector (adjacent tweezers are separated
by 5 MHz). Because of this frequency difference, all traps
cannot be operated at exactly the magic wavelength at
the same time. The predicted magnitude of this effect
is illustrated by the black line in the inset of fig. 2a; the
dashed gray line is an expectation that shows the com-
bined effect of this non-magic behavior and the Raman-
scattering from the excited state [23]. We use the spatial
resolution of our system to study this dephasing effect at
a single-atom level in figs. 2b,c. For the deepest tweezers
used in fig. 2a, we fit the phase of the Ramsey fringes
for each site in the array at different hold times. We
observe a relative shift in this phase between tweezers
that increases linearly with hold time and with the dis-
tance from the center of the array (fig. 2b), from which
we extract the relative frequency shifts between atoms in
different tweezers. These frequency shifts are plotted in
fig. 2c for selected depths, and agree well with predictions
based on the known derivative of the differential polariz-
ability of the clock transition, -15.5(11) (µHz/ER)/MHz
[40]. In order to eliminate this dephasing mechanism in
the future, the tweezers could be projected using a digi-
tal mirror device or spatial light modulator, for which all
traps have the same optical frequency.
For trap depths below 200 times the photon recoil en-
ergy ER associated with the tweezer light, we find that
the improvements in coherence time begin to saturate,
indicating the presence of other decoherence mechanisms
such as residual path-length fluctuations between the
clock laser and the atoms. Further, we find that the
initial contrast of oscillations decreases in shallow tweez-
ers, which could be due to residual atomic motion. All
spectroscopic measurements presented in this work were
performed in tweezers with depths of 200 ER unless oth-
erwise stated.
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FIG. 3. (a) Timing diagram for repeated interrogation of the clock transition for various clock interrogation times (Tp) and
number of repeated interrogations (nrep): I) nrep = 15, Tp = 30 ms; II) nrep = 8, Tp = 2 s; and III) nrep = 4, Tp = 4 s. These
repetition numbers are chosen based on experimental convenience — high repetition numbers have a more significant impact
on duty cycle for short interrogation times, but due to stochastic loading require lengthy data scans for long probe times to
achieve uniform statistical uncertainty. (b) Corresponding Rabi spectra for sequences I), II), and III). Sinc fits shown in gray,
and Gaussian fits in black. Shaded regions and labels correspond to Gaussian full-width-at-half-maximum.
The alkaline-earth tweezer platform enables non-
destructive, state-selective imaging [28, 29], which we
can use to interrogate the same ensemble of atoms many
times and realize high duty-cycle interrogation of the
clock transition. This both improves the rate at which
statistical uncertainty can be averaged down and miti-
gates noise-aliasing of the clock laser [38]. Each interro-
gation cycle involves 90 ms of dead time during which the
clock transition is not being interrogated, compared to
approximately 300 ms to load new atoms into the tweez-
ers (fig. 3). For short (30 ms) interrogation pulses, we ob-
serve a loss probability of 0.001(1) per cycle. For longer
cycle times (up to 8 s), we observe a total loss probabil-
ity consistent with 0.01 per second for atoms prepared
either in the ground or excited states, likely due to colli-
sions with the background gas.
The coherence properties of clock interrogation with
repeated imaging are consistent with those when each
set of atoms is interrogated only once. Ramsey contrast
curves with 3 second coherence times have been measured
using both repeated and single interrogation, as shown in
fig. 1c and fig. 2a, respectively. Figure 3 characterizes
this repeated interrogation technique for different clock
probe durations (Tp) and number of cycles (nrep) per-
formed using the same ensemble of atoms. In fig. 3b, we
use up to 4 second long interrogation pulses to demon-
strate both high duty cycles of up to 96%, as well as clock
spectra as narrow as 350 mHz.
We characterize the short-term stability of the atomic
frequency reference by computing the Allan deviation rel-
ative to the free-running clock laser. This measurement
is performed using single-interrogation (nrep=1) Ram-
sey spectroscopy with evolution times of 501 ms, cho-
sen to bias the signal to the most sensitive part of the
Ramsey fringe. The clock laser was not actively sta-
bilized to the atomic transition, which limits the total
length of the dataset to 500 seconds. Under these condi-
tions, we measure a fractional frequency instability of of
4.7× 10−16(τ/s)−1/2 at short times. As expected, this is
dominated by the atomic quantum projection noise as-
sociated with the average atom number of 4.8 per trial,
while the long-term instability is consistent with known
drifts in the frequency of our laser [38].
Currently, our demonstrated instability falls between
that attained with single ions [6], and in optical lattice
clocks operating with thousands of atoms [1–4]. Achiev-
ing stability competitive with the most stable optical lat-
tice clocks (4.8 × 10−17(τ/s)−1/2[2]) could be achieved
with increased atom number – for example, by using a
two-second-long dark time and approximately 150 atoms.
Because of our high duty cycle and low-noise laser sys-
tem, Dick effect noise would contribute only modestly
(16% and 6% of noise variance for individual and six-
teen times repeated interrogation respectively). While we
demonstrate such coherence times in this work, attain-
ing this atom number would require more power than is
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FIG. 4. Short-term stability of atomic clock signal relative
to interrogation laser, quantified in terms of Allan deviation
of fractional frequency fluctuations. For Ramsey interroga-
tion with 500 ms between pulses, we fit a fractional insta-
bility of 4.7 × 10−16(τ/s)−1/2 at short averaging times (red
line), consistent with the expected atom shot noise limit after
accounting for our measured contrast (blue line). The flicker
noise and known drift of the laser are represented by the black
and gray traces respectively, and the predicted combination
of atom shot noise, laser noise, and laser drift by the dashed
line.
available with our current system (here we use 13(1) mW
per tweezer spot at the atoms for cooling and imaging).
However, by performing atomic preparation and imag-
ing in tweezers at a wavelength with higher polarizabil-
ity, smaller spot size, and higher available power, such
as 515 nm, then transferring into 813 nm tweezers for
clock interrogation, ensemble sizes of 500 atoms or larger
could plausibly be achieved, which would enable stability
exceeding the current state of the art.
In addition to enabling one to take full advantage of the
reduced projection noise associated with large numbers
of atoms, the low dead times provided by our tweezer
platform would allow one to achieve high performance
with a less stable clock laser. This capability could be
especially transformative for high-performance portable
optical clocks [7], where technical constraints limit the
performance of the clock laser. In this context, our re-
peated imaging technique would allow for relatively high
duty cycles even with short interrogation times, greatly
improving the stability associated with both quantum
projection noise and laser noise aliasing [38].
For use as an absolute frequency reference, systematic
shifts to the clock transition frequency must be carefully
considered. Many of the shifts present in the tweezer
platform, particularly environmental perturbations such
as blackbody radiation, are identical to those present in
optical lattice clocks, and have been studied in detail
[10, 11]. In this work, we use bosonic 88Sr atoms. While
this choice is not fundamental to our tweezer platform,
it does require consideration of different systematic ef-
fects than the more commonly used fermions. Shifts due
to atomic collisions are of particular concern in clocks
operating with bosonic atoms [3], but are mitigated in
the tweezer platform by single-atom occupancy. The use
of the bosonic isotope requires higher probe intensities
and a relatively large applied magnetic field to reach a
given Rabi frequency, so second order Zeeman and probe-
induced stark shifts can be significant. For narrowline
Rabi spectroscopy, our probe intensities and magnetic
fields are similar to those of ref. [3], where their contribu-
tions to clock inaccuracy were bounded to the 10−17 level.
Unlike conventional optical lattices, tweezer confinement
relies on tightly focused beams that can have nonuniform
polarization at the location of the atoms. While such in-
homogeneous polarization could complicate magic trap-
ping in fermionic isotopes, its effect is expected to be sup-
pressed in bosons, whose clock states have zero net an-
gular momentum [41]. Finally, in our current setup there
are several meters of optical path between the atoms and
the surface to which the phase of the interrogation laser
is referenced. Fluctuations in this path length lead to
Doppler shifts, which can limit stability and in principle
accuracy. In analogy to techniques used in optical lattice
clocks, this could be addressed by referencing the phase
of the interrogation laser to a surface rigidly connected
to the microscope objective, as this primarily defines the
atoms’ locations. Characterization of these potential sys-
tematic effects unique to the tweezer platform, as well as
those unforeseen, will be critical to future studies of clock
accuracy.
The ability to control and measure the positions and
states of individual atoms may enable new opportuni-
ties both for extending single-atom coherence, and for
utilizing ensembles of many atoms in new ways. At a
single-particle level, the spatial control afforded by the
tweezers could allow one to simultaneously suppress tun-
neling and light-induced decoherence to push coherence
times beyond 10 seconds [23]. When using many atoms,
the microscopic control afforded by the tweezers, com-
bined with interactions introduced using Rydberg dress-
ing [16], could facilitate the creation of entangled states
that can surpass the limitations set by atomic projection
noise, for both fundamental studies of entanglement on
an optical clock transition as well as quantum-enhanced
high-bandwidth sensors. Future extensions of the imag-
ing and coherent manipulation techniques demonstrated
here, in which sub-ensembles of the atoms are manipu-
lated independently, could also allow for techniques that
extend interrogation time beyond the coherence time of
the laser [19] in systems using a single vacuum chamber.
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1I. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
A. Materials and Methods
Tweezer parameters and wavelength. For this
work, we operate with tweezers at 813.4272 nm, for which
the Gaussian waist size is 740(40) nm. In all data pre-
sented in this work, the depth of the tweezers during
spectroscopy are 200 ER unless otherwise stated, while
loading, imaging, light assisted collisions, and sideband
cooling are performed in much deeper 3900 to 6000 ER
deep tweezers.
We measure the tweezer wavelength at which shifts to
the clock transitions disappear – the magic wavelength
– by performing clock spectroscopy while varying the
wavelength and intensity of the tweezer light (fig.S1).
We measure a value of 813.4272(5) nm using a waveme-
ter whose calibration we confirm using our spectroscopy-
stabilized 689 nm light. For our typical lattice depths
of 200 ER, and combined uncertainty and fluctuations in
the frequency of our lattice laser of 250 MHz, we expect
errors in our clock spectroscopy of roughly 0.8 Hz. Such
errors could be dramatically reduced by referencing the
frequency of our lattice laser to a stable optical cavity
or frequency comb, enabling a more precise and stable
determination of the magic wavelength.
Tweezers spots are generated by applying sets of ra-
dio frequency tones to an acousto-optic deflector. The
frequency of these tones determines the deflection angle
of the beam used to generate the tweezer spots, and in
turn the position of the tweezers. In this work we op-
erate with a 5 MHz offset between traps (corresponding
to 2.5 µm spatial separation). This choice was made out
of convenience, and our experiment is compatible with
substantially tighter spacings.
Initial trapping, loading, and imaging. Our ex-
perimental apparatus is described in [26], with modified
timings shown in fig. S2. To project multiply-occupied
tweezers to zero or one atoms we induce light-assisted
collisions (LAC) by exciting the atoms to the 3P1 state.
Specifically, at zero field we apply a single beam that is
resonant with the AC Stark shifted 1S0 to
3P1 transition
near the bottom of the tweezers (which corresponds to
a beam that is 3.5 MHz red-detuned from the free-space
1S0 to
3P1 transition). This has the additional benefit of
simultaneously cooling the atoms in all spatial directions
as in [29].
Imaging is performed by using this same cooling
method while simultaneously resonantly exciting the 1S0
to 1P1 transition. Fluorescence from this transition is
collected on an electron-multiplying CCD camera. For
20 ms long images in 6000 ER deep tweezers, this proto-
col yields less than one atom loss per thousand images,
and 99% detection fidelity for ground state atoms. The
use of deep tweezers introduces the possibility of Raman
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FIG. S1. Strength of lightshifts versus tweezer wavelength,
with 813.4 nm offset. From a linear fit we extract a magic
wavelength of 813.4272(5) nm.
scattering of atoms out of 3P0 during imaging, which
can lead to incorrect identification of 3P0 atoms as being
in the ground state. We measure the depopulation rate
of the 3P0 state within our tweezers by exciting atoms
on the clock transitions, then measuring the fraction of
atoms remaining in 3P0 after a variable hold time. Re-
pump light at 707 nm is applied during the second image
to depopulate 3P2. We measure a depopulation rate of
7(1) × 10−4/(ERs), from which we infer a decoherence
rate of 4.1(4)× 10−4/(ERs), in agreement with the pre-
dictions of ref. [23] and represented by the dashed gray
line in the inset of fig. 2 of the main text. During images
used in this work, we infer a 5-9% chance of depopulating
3P0. Note that atoms that are scattered from
3P0 are re-
turned to the ground state by optical pumping for future
cycles of the experiment, and that all reported contrasts
in this work include this depopulation effect.
Sideband cooling. We perform three-dimensional
resolved-sideband cooling before probing the clock tran-
sition. This requires “magic” trapping conditions such
that the transition frequency does not depend on the po-
sition of the atoms in their traps. To do this, we control
the angle between a large (∼ 30 G) magnetic field and
the polarization of the optical tweezers as described in
[26]. In the tightly confined direction perpendicular to
the tweezer axis, along which the clock light is applied,
we measure an average of 0.2 quanta of motional excita-
tion using sideband thermometry on the 1S0 to
3P1 tran-
sition. In the more weakly confined direction along the
tweezer axis, the motional sidebands are poorly resolved.
However, from the width of the observed 3P1 excitation
feature when probed along the axial direction, we bound
the mean number of excitations in the axial direction to
less than ∼ 2.
Clock interrogation. We apply a variable magnetic
field — in the range of 1.4 to 22 Gauss for the range of
Rabi frequencies presented here (see tab. S1) — along
axis of the tweezers to induce the clock transition in 88Sr
[3, 37]. For this range of magnetic fields, we measure a
quadratic Zeeman shift ranging from 0.4 Hz to 90 Hz.
After sideband cooling, we adiabatically ramp from the
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FIG. S2. Timing diagram of typical experimental sequence for N repeated interrogations of the clock transition. Callout shows
resolved sideband cooling protocol, which involves sequential pulses of sideband cooling light along the longitudinal axis of the
tweezers, and along two orthogonal radial directions.
Set B (G) Ω (Hz)
Fig. 1 3.7 0.33
Figs. 2a, 2b, 3aI, 4 22 17
Fig. 3aII 2.8 0.25
Fig. 3aIII 1.4 0.125
TABLE S1. Summary of applied magnetic fields and clock
Rabi frequencies for data used in the main text.
magic field condition to this condition in 10 ms. At the
same time, we ramp down the depth of the tweezers to al-
leviate dephasing associated with differential light shifts
due to the tweezers being at slightly different frequen-
cies. We can then apply resonant clock light to probe
this transition (either in a Rabi or Ramsey configura-
tion in this work). At the end of this sequence, we ramp
back to a zero-field configuration in 15 ms to image the
atoms again. Atoms that have been excited to the clock
state appear dark to the imaging and cooling light, and
so we can infer the excitation to the clock state from
the apparent atom loss. The atoms are then repumped
to the ground state through the 3P0 to
3S1 and
3P2 to
3S1 transitions (at 679 nm and 707 nm respectively) so
that they can be recycled for another round of imaging
and clock interrogation without reloading the tweezers.
This repeated interrogation also allows us to distinguish
between excitation and actual atom loss.
For the relatively shallow tweezers compatible with our
longest measured coherence times, we observe an initial
contrast of around 80%. This contrast improves with
tweezer depth up a peak value of 90% at a tweezer depth
of 900 ER, suggesting the presence of residual motional
effects, either associated with motional excitation before
or during interrogation, or with coupling to the relatively
warm direction along the tweezer axis. Working with
shallow traps is desirable in order to minimize sources of
decoherence associated with the trap light due to scat-
tering or inhomogeneous light shifts, and to minimize
systematic shifts from imperfect Stark shift cancellation.
In principle, the optical pulses used for Ramsey spec-
troscopy could be applied in deep tweezers, whose depth
could then be adiabatically lowered for the dark evolution
time, enabling both high contrast and low dephasing.
Clock light. The clock light is stabilized to a silicon
cavity operated at cryogenic temperatures, as described
in [2]. Light is delivered to the tweezer experiment via
a series of injection locks and noise-canceled fibers. The
final 2 m of fiber before the atoms, and a roughly 50 cm
long free-space path to the atoms are not actively can-
celed.
Allan deviation and quantum projection noise
prediction. We measure Allan deviation by performing
Ramsey spectroscopy with a dark evolution time chosen
for maximum sensitivity to frequency, where the average
excitation fraction is half way between its maximum and
minimum values. We then use the evolution time and
fitted contrast to estimate the conversion between excita-
tion fraction and frequency. We terminate the measure-
ment before the average excitation fraction drifts signifi-
cantly from the point of maximal sensitivity, so we bound
the error on this conversion factor to 5%. In computing
the quantum projection noise level, we use the measured
average atom number of 4.8 and apply a correction fac-
tor of 1.07, which represents excess noise arising from
the fact that the atom number fluctuates between trials.
This value was determined through simulation, assum-
ing that the number of atoms present in a given trial is
sampled from a binomial distribution with 10 trials and
a success probability of 0.48. For these conditions, we es-
timate Dick noise to be 3× 10−17(τ/s)−1/2, which when
added in quadrature to the predicted quantum projection
noise leads to a correction well below 1%.
In order to reach the stability of current state-of-the-
art optical lattice clocks (4.8 × 10−17(τ/s)−1/2[2]), we
3could use 2 second long Ramsey measurements and ap-
proximately 150 atoms. This estimate assumes that the
contrast with this higher atom number is similar to our
current measured value for 2 second Ramsey evolution
times (53%). We assume a single interrogation per en-
semble of atoms, and a total dead-time of 390 ms be-
tween interrogations. This estimate accounts for laser
noise estimated from a noise model for our silicon-cavity-
stabilized laser system.
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FIG. S3. Schematic of laser and magnetic field orientations.
In the coordinates shown here, the tweezer light is linearly
polarized along the x-axis, and the clock light (698 nm) is
linearly polarized along the z-axis. For sideband cooling, we
tune our magnetic field to a magic angle of θ = 49◦ relative to
the tweezer polarization. Clock light propagates along the y-
axis (red arrow) and three 689 nm cooling beams are applied
with projections along all three coordinate axes.
B. Supplementary Text
Repeated interrogation and Dick effect noise. Op-
erating with high duty cycle by interrogating the same
atoms multiple times is advantageous both for rapidly ac-
quiring statistics to average down atom shot noise, and
for mitigating noise aliasing of the clock laser, known as
the Dick effect. We show predictions for these sources of
instability based on our experimental parameters for dif-
ferent numbers of cycles per repetition, and either short,
150 ms interrogation times or long, 1 second interroga-
tion times (fig. S4). For all imaging durations, both of
these sources of instability are improved by interrogating
multiple times.
For the quantum projection noise (fig. S4, upper), the
improvement is simply due to the fact that one can make
more measurements in a given amount of time, allowing
one to average down atom shot noise faster. The impact
of repeated interrogation is larger for short interrogation
times, as the total repetition time per measurement is
dominated by atom loading for single interrogations, and
balanced more evenly between interrogation and imaging
for large cycle numbers. For long probe times, however,
the total repetition time is dominated by the interroga-
tion period for either single or repeated imaging, and so
the effect is small.
In principle, the advantages of improved duty cycle will
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FIG. S4. Predicted quantum projection noise limited insta-
bility for a single atom (upper) and Dick noise aliasing (lower)
versus number of interrogation cycles per ensemble of atoms
loaded. Here we have used an atom load time of 300 ms, a
dead-time per interrogation cycle of 90 ms, and a Ramsey se-
quence with short pulses and a free-evolution time of either
150 ms or 1 second.
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FIG. S5. Predicted Dick effect and quantum projection noise
(QPN) for laser properties representative of a portable device.
QPN is calculated assuming an average atom number of 5.
Load times of 300 ms and 750 ms are shown.
4be offset by the atom loss after some number of cycles per
ensemble loading. However, in our experiment the losses
are low enough that this becomes significant only after
large numbers of repetitions, where the wins associated
with repeated imaging have already saturated. In prac-
tice we find that the optimal number of cycles is set more
by practical considerations such as the length and density
of our datasets.
Dick noise aliasing, which arises from the periodically
modulated sensitivity of a clock sequence to changes in
laser frequency when dead time is present, is mitigated
by the improved duty cycle of repeated imaging (fig. S4,
lower). While such noise aliasing has been a persistent
limitation for optical lattice clocks, our laser system has
a low noise floor of σy = 4.6 × 10−17 [2] (expressed as a
fractional Allan deviation) and we operate with a small
number of atoms so for our current conditions this noise
is not a limiting factor for any operating conditions.
However, Dick noise aliasing remains an important lim-
itation for portable optical lattice clocks [7], where tech-
nical constraints necessitate lower performance laser sys-
tems. This increases the noise associated with the Dick
effect both because there is more laser noise to alias, and
because a noisier laser limits the duration over which
the atoms can be interrogated, and thus the duty cycles
achieved.
In fig. S5, we present calculations of Dick noise and
quantum projection noise (QPN), assuming parameters
compatible with portable operation. We have assumed a
laser with a flicker noise floor σy = 4 × 10−16 [43], and
a white noise contribution of 7 × 10−16/√Hz. QPN is
calculated for our current atom number N = 5, and for
simplicity assumes full contrast. Here, we use a Ramsey
interrogation sequence with 150 ms dark evolution time
and 1.5 ms pi pulses, 90 ms of dead time per cycle, and
either 300 or 750 ms to load a new ensemble of atoms.
These load times reflect our current value, and a some-
what longer value reflecting constraints on atomic flux
and laser power that may be associated with a portable
system [43]. With these assumptions, the contributions
to total noise from Dick noise aliasing and QPN are com-
parable, even at our current atom number, and both im-
prove with repeated imaging.
